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A Sister's guide: to completing The Hajj & Umrah

About the AuthorAfter completing Hajj in October 2012, Hajjah Shahidah made it her sole
mission to encourage other women, young and old, to make the Hajj. After researching several
books on making the Hajj and Umrah, she felt it neccessary to produce a book especially for
women. Hajj is not only a spiritually fulfilling journey, its is also a life changer! This book is
dedicated to every woman who has the sincere intention of making Hajj and fulfilling her
religious duties.I only pray that you will benefit from all that is good within this book and share
with others. Shahidah I.S. Hazziez is the 2012 Young Adult achievement awardee (Muslim
Journal), an aspiring writer, community activist, wife, mother, and friend who is inspired to help
others. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Hajj & Umrah: Journey of Life Time - A Complete Guide for Hajj & Umrah



Naeemah Khabir, “Don't Make Hajj Without Reading This Book. This book is a "must have" for
any sister planning to make the pilgrimage. Unlike other hajj books that provide great and useful
information but are boring and a bit overwhelming, Shahidah talks to the reader as if she's your
friend. She manages to take the complexities of the hajj rites and break them down for a non-
scholar sister. This is very important as hajj is expensive and one may never be able to perform
it again so you want to ensure all of the rites have been performed properly in accordance with
the Qur'an and Sunnah of Prophet Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him. She also
gives you the inside scoop on shopping in the Middle East and performing other rites that are
not associated with hajj or umrah (but beneficial nonetheless). I love that the book is an easy
read and small enough to fit into your everyday travel bag, so if your forget a du'a or need quick
information, you can reference her book. The information is up-to-date as Shahidah performed
the hajj in October 2012, and as a 2009 hajjah, I can confirm that everything she wrote is the
100% truth.”

MR, “She did a great job capturing pictures. Mashallah, props to the author. She did a great job
capturing pictures, history and of course what to expect and even tips for Hajj.Thank you so
much. And yes I made dua for you :)”

Hype, “great. I watched her blog on YouTube she is a very inspirational yong muslimah..... great
book”

Pamela Nicolas, “Excellent resource. Incredibly helpful for knowing what to expect at Hajj and
what to bring. I may have overpacked as the tour company provided a lot on the check list, but I
was still happy to be well prepared.  Thank you!”

Fatima Hojeij, “So helpful. Thank you Hajje, this is so beneficial for first time pilgrims. God Bless
Dear. Inshallah Hajj ma2bul to us all ya Rab”

Seth Lavenza, “This is a wonderful, very informative book.. I would recommend it for "All" sisters
planning to make Hajj.  I will use it when I make my plan to complete Hajj.”

Mommie, “Hajjah Hajjah! Outstanding!. BismillahIt is with great pleasure and gratefulness to
Allah (SWT) to review your book, Hajjah Hajjah! Your Dad, Haneef would be just as proud of you
as I am smiling at what you have accomplished. What a blessing. This book has planted a seed
in my heart to return to Mecca once again to experience the Hajj rites unlike I did in 1980. I was
so young in Islam and was not aware that Medina would be one of the places we could go. I wish
to return to complete that part of my journey! Thanks for writing this book. It was beautiful and
very inspiring. I will always be thankful to Allah(SWT)for answering my prayers on Mount Arafat



and blessing me with you! Love, Mom”

DrRabiyyah Hazziez, “Worth the read...A Journey To Remember. Sisters, copp this book Hajjah
Hajjah, by Shahidah Hazziez. I had so many questions (what if this, what if that. My parents
helped as much as they could with them fulfilling they're pilgrimages 2x's; then the rest was up to
me), some were answered before going, her book puts a lot things into perspective. May Allah,
(swt) reward her by doing what others have done, but through a younger sisters voice. Her
insight made it a fun read, for all generations to relate too, the enthusiasm give you the desire to
go for the first time, or to go once again.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 16 people have provided feedback.
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